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2470 Multi-crop harvester

whatever it takes

Strength and stamina to go the distance
The Oxbo 2470 is designed to run around the clock in the
most demanding situations because we recognize that
when your crop is ready your harvester simply cannot
fail. Whether harvesting vegetables, seed corn or other
specialized crops we know you can’t wait until tomorrow
when your crop is ready today.

Fuel capacity for full productivity

The Oxbo 2470 model represents the refined
development of the industry’s long-term benchmark,
the Super Jack multi-crop harvester. The Super Jack
earned its reputation and gained favor in North
America for its legendary capabilities in snap bean,
sweet corn and seed corn operations. With the
2470 Oxbo has taken these widely recognized
characteristics of the Super Jack and incorporated
them into a modernized and improved design.

When heat puts the
pressure on your
harvesting schedule
and it seems like
it is ALL-READYRIGHT-NOW, you
can rest assured
that the 2470 has
enough fuel onboard to work a full
24 hours at full capacity without stopping:
allowing you to schedule regular fleet fueling. Fuel filling
access is at ground level for convenience and safety.

Designed to handle adverse conditions
When heavy rains create the most demanding of
conditions you can count on the 2470’s legendary 4WD
mechanical drive train to pull you in position to harvest
every acre of product — regardless of conditions.

Why change a good thing?
Before any design work began on the 2470, the needs
and preferences of owner/operators, vegetable processors’ fleet managers along with technical service and
maintenance personnel were surveyed and analyzed.
The data and information obtained from these intensive
surveys is evident in the model 2470. Increased performance and value is obtained with these standard features:
• Simple and rugged product dump box modeled on the
legendary Oxbo Dump Chief design: 2 stage lift and
dump with elevating capacity to tower over even tall
trailers
• Sauer-Danfoss Plus+1 microcontroller and monitoring
system greatly enhances the operator’s ability to adjust
and monitor various machine systems
• Independent, dual controlled cleaning fans allow
operators to fine tune the cleaning attributes for most
effective results, even in small grade beans
• Modern, ultra efficient Sauer-Danfoss hydraulic components and circuit designs add a new dimension in
capability to a proven design
• Enhanced hydraulic system cooling delivers improved
life cycle for all pumps, motors, hoses and valves
• Tier 3 Cummins QSB 260 hp 6.7 liter turbo-diesel
engine is more than a match for tough harvesting
conditions.
• Operator control and monitoring interface designed for
the maximum in comfort, efficiency and safety

Tremendous
harvesting capacity
The 2470 is capable of
harvesting over six tons
of beans without stopping
to unload. But the 2470 is
about more than capacity.
It comes standard with
independent cleaning fan
adjustment. This feature
puts more control in the
hands of the operator to
define the most precise
balance of productivity,
recovery and cleaning.

Efficient hydraulics
Hydraulic circuits
on the 2470 have
been optimized
for efficiency and
reliability using
only the highest
quality components sourced
from world leaders
in mobile hydraulic
technology such as
Sauer-Danfoss. Keeping hydraulic circuits cool is the key
to extending reliable duty cycles. The 2470 incorporates
hydraulic circuits that were scrutinized, designed and
approved by Certified Fluid Power Engineers to ensure
maximum efficiency and lifespan expectancy. Hydraulic
components are afforded a greater degree of protection
as all suction lines are screened and all return lines are
filtered.

High capacity cooling
A high capacity
auxiliary cooler is
utilized to ensure
that operating temperatures remain at
optimum levels even
during the hottest
harvesting conditions. The integrated
Plus+1 controller provides further protection
by ramping hydraulic startups and shutdowns regardless
of engine speed. Even the transmission is protected from
shift damage as the controller permits only shifts that are
safe as conditions permit.

Hydraulic fan hood adjustment
Fan hoods are hydraulically adjusted for greater reliability
and control of trash dispersal.

Superior unloading
versatility
One of the most
remarkable features
of the 2470 is the
product dump box.
The 2-stage variable
dump height design
is modeled after the
rugged and durable
Oxbo Dump Chief
dump cart. One set
of cylinders elevates
the dump box to
tower over even the
tallest trailers allowed
by most jurisdictions.
The operator may select either fast dump or slow dump
of the tilt cylinders for greater control of load transfers.
The dump system automatically and reliably moves the
product elevator away from the dump box and engages
the oscillation frame lock by hydraulic priority for safety
and reliability.

State-of-the-art functionality and control
The 2470’s standard equipment Sauer-Danfoss Plus+1
menu-driven operator interface is intuitive and easy to
use. The most used
functions are controlled by switches
conveniently located
on the armrest console. Whether you’re
new to the business
or an experienced
veteran operator, the
2470 controls are very
easy to understand
and use. The Plus+1
microcontrollers also
dramatically simplify
the machine wiring
harness and reduce
the potential of electrical issues with major
reductions in connections required. Plus+1 technology allows easy diagnostics
for service and flexibility for future programming options.
When designing the 2470 a significant portion of the time
proven components and parts of the Super Jack were
retained. This allows multiple machine harvest operators
to integrate the 2470 seamlessly into an existing Super
Jack fleet while staying in budget for spare parts needs.

2470 Multi-crop harvester

The model 2470 retains the unique ability to harvest multiple
vegetable and specialized crops. While it is recognized as the
industry standard for green bean harvesting, the 2470 can also be
configured for outstanding harvesting capabilities in sweet corn for
processing, fresh market sweet corn and seed corn.
The 2470 represents the pinnacle of development for green bean
and specialty crop harvesting efficiency, comfort and economy.

2470 SPECIFICATIONS
Engine

Cummins 6.7L 260hp

Pump drives

Funk 3 pad, dual ratio

Drive train

Dana 2-speed transmission, Sauer 160cc motor, Sauer 90-100 pump
w/integral charge filtration and electronic displacement control

Brakes

Driveline integrated disc service and spring applied/hydraulic
released fail-safe parking brake

Hydraulic system

Sauer components are utilized predominately. System features are
designed for harvest operations at 1900 engine RPM, return circuit
filtration, high capacity auxiliary cooler, O-ring face seal fittings

Electrical system

12 volt, 140 amp alternator, battery lockout switch, Sauer-Danfoss
Plus+1 microcontrollers

Cab

John Deere supplied, includes training seat, sound system, air ride
seat, heat, A/C, filtration, sound suppression, tilt & telescopic
steering column, dual side-mounted mirrors, AM/FM/CD, automatic
header shutdown seat switch

Cleaning system

Hydraulically actuated fan discharge chutes & elevator raise/lower.
Dual motor 34” diameter cleaning fans with indepencent speed
control, replaceable UHMW blades. PID feedback loop control for
fan & picking reel circuits. Elimination of P-seal on fan ducts

Chassis

Mechanical 4wd field/2wd road speeds. Hydraulically actuated
oscillation lock. Hydraulically actuated product elevator lift, ground
level fuel fill access, improved articulation and steering components.

Monitor & display

DP600 color monitor, speed monitors and stall alarms for selected
rotating functions

Product dump box

Dump at any height 2-stage direct lift and dump box modeled 		
on Oxbo dump cart design: Eliminates bell crank, push rod and 		
maintenance required. 5% more capacity than Super Jack dump box.

Dump box volume

530 cu ft (15.0 cu m)

Dump box
lifting capacity

14,000 lb (6,350 kg)

Dump height to
dump box lip

From 8’ 8” to 14’ 6” (2.64 m to 4.42 m) (without extension)

Fuel tank capacity

240 gal (908.5 L)

Cooling system

10.5 gal (39.75 L)

Crankcase

5.0 gal (18.9 L)

Hydraulic reservoir

60 gal (227.1 L)

Height

13’ 1” (3.99 m)

Length

30’ 2” (9.2 m) (chassis only)

Width

11’ 3” (3.43 m) (chassis only)

Track

8’ 1” or 10’ 0” (2.46 m or 3.05 m)

Wheelbase

13’ 8” (4.17 m)

Weight

30,500 lb (13,834.6 kg)

Inside turn radius

12’ 9” (3.89 m)
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Harvesting Head Capabilities
Beans

Fresh Market
Sweet Corn
		
150” (4.14 m) or
180” (4.57 m) wide
(VPC1500 or VPC1800)

Seed Corn
& Processed
Sweet Corn

4 row
6 row max
(CP400)		

Spinach
& Greens
150” (4.14 m) wide
(SP150)

(800) 628-6196
www.oxbocorp.com
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